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Welcome to the eighth issue of our newsletter aiming to keep you informed 
about how Burton Hospitals and Derby Teaching Hospitals are planning to work 
more closely together.  The boards of Burton Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and 
Derby Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust have approved the Outline Business 
Case for a proposed merger between the two organisations. Our Outline Business Case 
is available at: www.burtonderbycollaboration.co.uk

The Full Business Case is now being developed, with engagement and input from staff, 
governors, patients and the public, over the coming months. So, your views are very 
important to us. This Full Business Case will then be considered by both Trust boards 
early next year.
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Hundreds give their views on our proposed merger    
Thank you to everyone who shared their views in our patient 
questionnaire on our proposed merger.  Over 660 people 
had their say in the questionnaire and we have given careful 
consideration to all of your views, comments and concerns.

In this issue…

Page 1-3 - Hundreds give their views on
our proposed merger  

Page 4 - Pledges about services made
at public meetings  

A summary of the survey responses is shown below:

Positive Results
Clearly, many local people can see the benefits of our 
proposed merger with better patient care and improved 
services. Here are just some of your comments on the 
positive results that you expect to see: 

• Attracting new staff.
• Services saved from possible closure
• Building on the strength of both hospitals to ensure 

patient access to the best of all specialisms.
• Best possible treatment for everybody, at a place 

which is readily accessible to the patient
• A greater flexibility in appointments and a greater use 

of clinical staff
• Each hospital will be able to concentrate on its areas 

of excellence and offer additional services needed by 
the community it serves.

• Better use of resources, better quality of value for 
money contracts and purchasing powers, sharing of 
expertise.
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Your concerns addressed
Patients and the public can be assured that the key concerns 
that were raised in the questionnaire relating to loss of services 
in Staffordshire, future quality of care, job losses, transport and 
travel are purely unfounded. Here is our response to some of the 
key points that were raised by local people.

• Loss of services at Burton Queen’s Hospital especially A&E 
The proposed merger is based on the principle of 
improving and enhancing local services.   For Queen’s 
Hospital in Burton, our fundamental principle is that we 
will retain a vibrant district general hospital in the town, 
keeping and improving the core services we offer as part of 
that, including our A&E. 
 

• Potential loss to Staffordshire as a county with the 
tendering out of vital services.  
We believe the proposed merger will bring about clinical 
sustainability in East and Southern Staffordshire, which will 
benefit the county as a whole  

• Concerns about the loss of community hospitals in 
Lichfield and Tamworth and that populations in Lichfield 
and more particularly Tamworth will be badly served in 
the long term. 
The community hospitals in Lichfield and Tamworth are very 
important to us and to the local populations. A key benefit of 
the proposed merger will be to ensure the appropriate and 
relevant use of our community hospitals facilities. 
 
In Lichfield and Tamworth, there will be an opportunity for 
our community hospitals facilities to offer some different 
services that are more relevant locally. These services will 
result in us working more closely than ever with our local 
GPs. We want to offer more diagnostic work and specialist 
outpatients, as well as more day case procedures. We are also 
looking at our local urgent care services, including the role of 
our Minor Injuries Units and better alignment with local GPs, 
as part of the Staffordshire STP work across the county.

• Fears about a decline in the quality of services including 
appointment waiting times 
Our key aims are to improve the quality of the care we offer 
patients, and to improve the health of our local populations 
by dealing effectively with the challenges we face on a daily 
basis. So, we expect our appointment times to improve as 
we progress on our journey to delivering outstanding care. 

• Concerns around transport and travel, especially from 
people in Burton, Lichfield and Tamworth. 
We continue to assure all of our patients that with just 
one or two exceptions, our plans do not involve services 
moving. So, a shuttle service or putting on extra bus 
services will not be necessary.

• Assurance around Patient Choice 
We are committed to the key principle that patients have 
the right to choose which hospital to attend for a first 
consultant-led outpatient appointment. As a result of the 
merger, patients will have more choice. In Lichfield and 
Tamworth, there will be an opportunity for our community 
hospitals facilities to offer some different services that are 
more relevant locally. These services will result in us working 
more closely than ever with our local GPs. 
 
We want to offer more diagnostic work and specialist 
outpatients, as well as more day case procedures. We are also 
looking at our local urgent care services, including the role of 
our Minor Injuries Units and better alignment with local GPs, 
as part of the Staffordshire STP work across the county.

• Concerns about the new organisation’s Care Quality 
Commission status. How will the current CQC status of each 
Trust work as they are currently different?   
Our aim is to bring the best of the two Trusts to a wider 
population across East and South Staffordshire and Southern 
Derbyshire and Derby.  As regards the CQC inspection 
outcomes, each site will continue to be viewed separately by 
the CQC. We are currently in discussion with the CQC about 
the process for the new CQC inspection regime and how it 
will be applied in the new Trust.

1. Were you aware of the above Collaboration? (667 responses) 2. If so, where was this information from? (776 responses)
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• Job losses 
Our partnership is based on the principle of sustaining 
local services across Staffordshire and Derbyshire, and our 
workforce is absolutely key to delivering these. There are no 
plans to make wholesale redundancies. 

• Car parking 
While there will be some occasions where patients will need 
to travel to Derby, this collaboration is all about retaining 
core services at Burton, and continuing to offer the right kind 
of community care from our sites at Lichfield and Tamworth.  

• Increased travel and lack of public transport from 
Staffordshire to Derby, especially for people with limited 
mobility.  
The planned merger with Derby is something we feel strongly 
will benefit local people in Lichfield, Burton and Tamworth, as 
it will enable us to sustain and improve the quality of core NHS 
services at Queen’s Hospital, including A&E.  
 
There may be one or two exceptions where we feel that 
patients will be better served by a move to Derby, such as 
hyper-acute stroke. However, the over-riding principle is to 
sustain and improve services at Queen’s and make better use 
of our community hospitals in Lichfield and Tamworth.

• Requests for a shuttle service between Derby and Burton 
and regular bus services  
We have no immediate plans for a shuttle bus service in 
the first year of our merger as we do not expect there to be 
a significant movement of staff or patients. However, we 
are committed to reviewing the potential for a bus service 
between the Royal Derby and the Queens Hospital, Burton 
sites in the future

• The merger is all about cost cutting 
The proposed merger would mean that both Trusts would be 
able to make some savings through sharing good practice, 
removing duplication and reorganising and developing 
certain services. However, this is only part of the story. Our key 
aims are to improve the quality of the care we offer patients 
and to improve the health of our local populations by dealing 
effectively with the challenges we face on a daily basis.

3. Going forward, how often should these updates be given? 
(635 responses)

4. In what format would you like to see these updates 
circulated? (1000 responses)
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Local people were able to hear about the 
benefits of our proposed merger at first 
hand when they attended our two public 
meetings which were held in Derby on 
24 October and in Burton on 26 October. 
There was an opportunity for everyone 
to ask questions as they heard about 
the exciting opportunity to improve and 
enhance local services in Derbyshire and 
Staffordshire. 

People heard how cardiology services, 
responsible for monitoring and 
treating heart issues, would benefit 
under the plans. Magnus Harrison, 
Medical Director, at Burton Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust shared that the 
cardiac theatre in Burton was used for 
diagnostic work and patients went 
elsewhere for the intervention. If the 
merger took place, the Burton base 

could become bigger and be accredited 
to do procedures, too. 

Gavin Boyle, Chief Executive of Derby 
Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation 
Trust, warned people that critical 
hospital services will be lost in Burton if 
the proposed merger fails to go ahead. 
“We are operating in an extremely 
challenging position in the NHS,” 
explained Gavin. ”Clearly, our proposed 
merger will help us maintain a full suite 
of general hospital services in Burton, 
which would be highly challenging to do 
if the merger did not go ahead.”

“The A&E department is a critical part of 
the partnership and local people really 
value that service,” added Gavin. “We 
think it is the right thing to do for the 
people of Derbyshire and Staffordshire.”

Pledges about services made at public meetings

We have confirmed five pledges for the future:
1. We will retain a vibrant district general hospital in Burton including our A&E. 

2. We will sustain and develop existing specialised services in Derby.

3. We will introduce services in our community hospitals at Lichfield and Tamworth that 
recognise the changing needs of the two populations.

4. We will retain patient choice

5. We will only make changes that will improve services and there are no plans to privatise 
them or make wholesale staff redundancies.

Drop-In Information Sessions
Drop in and join us to talk about the 
proposed merger at the following 
locations. These are informal drop in 
sessions where you can hear more about 
the plans to merge and ask any questions 
you may have

For the latest news….
Visit www.burtonderbycollaboration.co.uk 
for the latest updates on our proposed 
merger. 

Date Time Venue

Thu 14 December 2017 – 11am – 12noon The Wiggin Centre - Sir Robert 
Peel Hospital, Tamworth

Thu 14 December 2017 – 1pm – 2pm The Seminar Room - Samuel 
Johnson Hospital, Lichfield

Tue 19 December 2017 9.30am – 10.30am NCORE Training Room – London 
Road Community Hospital


